RISK & REWARD

EPISODE 12

Suppandi and the Professor are roaming
the busy streets of Chandni Chowk...

That they do! just keep
in mind they might not
be the most health--

Just look at those
golgappas, Professor!
They look so good!
SUPPANDI! You didn’t
even let me finish!

I’m sorry, Professor. I couldn’t resist.
Besides, when it comes to golgappas,
I’m willing to take that risk.
Huh? No, professor!
I have an appetite for
golgappas right now!

It looks like you have quite the
appetite for risk, Suppandi.

Oh Suppandi! I’m talking about
risk appetite! It’s a term people
use with relation to investments.

When it comes to
investing, people believe
“the higher the risk, the
higher the returns.”
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I don’t follow,
Professor.

You see, Suppandi, your safest
investment options will be
traditional saving instruments,
fixed deposits and government
bonds. The risk is low but the
returns are also relatively low.

On the other hand, directly
investing in the share market
promise much better returns
but the risk factor is also much
higher. You need to be very
well-versed in how the market
operates. Your third option is
mutual funds-

- which are the best option as they are
managed by professionals, right, Professor?
See, I remember our chats from last time!
Very impressive, Suppandi. A mutual
fund allows you to get a slice of
various asset classes such as equity,
debt among others. They can serve
as a good asset allocation tool that
will help you balance your risks and
maximize your returns. The key to
investing wisely is not eliminating risk
but garnering the ability to manage it.

I agree whole-heartedly,
Professor. Now I think its
time for a dozen jalebis.
A dozen jalebis, Suppandi?

Oh Suppandi!
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You see, Professor, my
appetite for risk is much
lower when it comes to
investing. but when it
comes to street food,
my appetite in general
is much, much larger!

